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New ILumeStar™ LED Off-Road Lighting to Protect Lives

O'Ryan Industries manufactures new LED lighting for all-terrain vehicles

Vancouver, WA (PRWEB) May 09, 2016 -- O'Ryan Industries, an international LED lighting manufacturer
based in the Pacific Northwest, manufactured a new series of lights called ILumeStar™ Off-Road LED
Lighting. Research and development began in 2014 and took nearly two years in order to achieve maximum
quality and reliability. These products are put through rigorous tests and hooked up to equipment to reach the
boundaries of their breaking point to ensure long-lasting performance. In one lighting study comparing standard
off-road illumination to lLumeSar™ Off-Road LED lights, O’Ryan’s LED's lasted 30-50 thousand hours longer
than any standard halogen lamps for typical off-road illumination. The lens is manufactured in either glass or
light-weight poly-carbonate which is also waterproof and engineered for high impact.

According to Rick Grant, O'Ryan President and LED Innovator, "Off-road dirt bikes and recreational vehicles
are specifically compliant for off-road use and lighting is not required because they are not highway certified.
We were saddened to learn that Tray Walker's life came to a tragic end; he had an amazing NFL career ahead of
him and a $30 dollar LED light could have prevented that accident."

It's not just about seeing where you are going but others being able to see you too. ILumeStar™ LED lighting is
optimal for off-road vehicles because it draws significantly less power than traditional halogen lighting and
delivers a longer and wider beam. The lights include mounting brackets and can be attached to all off-road
vehicles.

O’Ryan Industries has over 25 years experience in LED lighting, in business for over 35 years. They are
recognized as the leader of the pool and spa industry for all the major OEM's like Jacuzzi, Kohler, PDC and
Marquis Spas to name a few. They have grown into an Inc. 500 Company in less than six years and serve all
industries with commercial LED lighting to save 60-70 percent of power consumption through lighting.
Contact: Rick Grant, President, O'Ryan Industries | rickg(at)oryanindustries(dot)com |
www.oryanindustries.com for questions and a list of distributors.
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Contact Information
Rick Grant
O'Ryan Industries
http://www.oryanindustries
+1 (800) 426-4311

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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